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WOMEN’S BUSINESS CENTER
The Women’s Business Center is a program dedicated to supporting
women and minority business owners from Liftfund, a non-profit
organization that helps finance new small business and startup
companies. They were opening a new center in Dallas/Fort Worth
and needed a new pull up stand banner for the new DFW WBC, as well
as a new banner for the San Antonio WBC and two new WBC banners.
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PURA NATURAL SKINCARE
Pura Natural Skincare is a local, woman-owned, independently
operated skincare company located in San Antonio. They wanted a
new identity to expand into a wider market and target a more upscale
customer. A new brand identity, as well as collateral, including product
packaging, business cards, stationery and letterheads, and website
design, were created.
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LIFTFUND
LiftFund wanted a new end of the year annual Impact Report to give
to their investors. The bold colors, angles, and icons give the report a
fresh, updated look while presenting their data clearly.
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FAIRYTAILS PET SITTING
FairyTails Pet Sitting is a local, woman-owned pet sitting and walking
business. They had an introductory PowerPoint for new customers,
but needed something with loads of information that was easy to hand
out to potential clients. A tri-fold brochure was designed with their
needs in mind that also kept in line with their branding.
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TEXAS WINE COLLABORATIVE
Texas Wine Collaboration is a new company that focuses on helping
Texas wineries with distribution. To promote their company to a wider
audience, they were presenting at the Texas Wine Association and
needed a presentation that fit their brand and attracted new clients.
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LIFTOFF
LiftOff is the co-working space for LiftFund, a non-profit organization
that helps finance new small business and startup companies. LiftFund
needed a rack card to hand out to current and potential clients for general
information about the space. They wanted a “modern/funky” feel, while
still looking professional, which was achieved with bold colors, fun icons,
and clear type.
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IN THE WEEDS
In the Weeds is a local, handmade skincare line. They had a huge
opportunity to be featured at LA Fashion Week, which included a twopage ad in the magazine, The LA Fashion Magazine. They wanted the
ad to be modern and urban, yet natural.
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CHI BETA EPSILON
The Chi Beta Epsilon sorority at Trinity University is one of the most
popular sororities on campus. They wanted a new website to promote
their activities, philanthropy, and encourage new members to rush.
Their new website was built from scratch to become more modern and
stylish as well as responsive.
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SIMPLER TRADING
Simpler Trading is the leading trading education company. They
needed a new design for their Simpler Futures program and wanted
something sleek, modern, and clean.
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WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION ASSOCIATION
The WBCA was hosting George Washington’s 122nd birthday
and wanted a program of events for this celebration. They wanted
something easy to hold, easy to read, and that fit their color scheme.
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TEAMS BY PROLOGIC
Prologic has been in business for over 25 years and was ready for a
change. Their school administrative software, TEAMS, soon became
part of their brand so they needed an entirely new identity. A new
logo, brand identity, responsive web site design, social media, and
supplemental materials were created with both their new and old
identities in mind.
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ICE CREAM PARLOUR
main logo

alternate logo

logo identity

logo identity 2

colors

greyscale

fonts

patterns

ABC DE F G H IJ KLM
NOPQ RST U V V WX YZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs t uv v w x y z
gelato script

A BC D E FG H IJ K LM N O P Q RSTU V V W X Y Z

ab cdef ghijkl mnop qr s t u v v w xyz
proxima nova alt bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV V WXYZ
ab cdefghijk l mnop qr s tu v v w xyz
proxima nova alt regular
inspiration

FLOREAN FORTESCUE’S ICE CREAM PARLOUR
Florean Fortescue’s Ice Cream Parlour has minimal branding and
graphic design and a redesign of their current branding into a full
identity was needed. The new brand identity was designed to be very
fun, whimsical, and magical and includes product packaging, business
cards, stationery, and uniforms that seamlessly fits in with the rest of
the design in the wizarding world.
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